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it has a great story, a great cast, and it's definitely good to see spielberg and lucas shake their heads at a major letdown (such as the film's character
development, character depth, and script), which they previously had no trouble with. it's just a shame that the film has a few too many flaws to be labeled
as a true masterpiece. as for indiana jones and the kingdom of the crystal skull, it's a film that deserves to be remembered. highly recommended. (movie

rating: 5/5) the film was originally released in december 1980. the director, george lucas, had taken this film from a script he had written to make a film for
20th century fox. after it was accepted, however, lucas decided to rework the script to make it for warner bros. it was then called indiana jones and the

temple of doom and was directed by steven spielberg. it was not until later that the film was retitled raiders of the lost ark. at the time the title was temple
of doom, but the film was retitled after the release of the film jurassic park. the film had a budget of $25 million. in the united states, the film made $93.6

million at the box office and $60.2 million in foreign markets. the film was the first to be released in a special edition on dvd and blu-ray disc. it was released
in the united kingdom in december 2006, in the united states in december 2007, and in australia in april 2008. each chapter is presented in a sectioned four-
disc set, with the first three discs containing the theatrical release and the fourth disc containing additional bonus features. disc four features more than four
hours of bonus content including: upgraded 3d blu-ray all-new audio commentary the road to raiders a look at the making of indiana jones and the temple of

doom the making of the iconic raiders of the lost ark logo the making of the raiders action sequence the making of the famous indiana jones whip scene
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